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INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected linear algebraic group over an algebraically closed
field K of characteristic p G 0. In this paper we determine all finite-
dimensional irreducible rational KG-modules V such that G has only a
finite number of orbits on the set of vectors in V. We shall call such a
module a finite orbit module for G. When K s C, the finite orbit modules
w xwere classified by Kac in Ka, Theorem 2 . Note that the problem is
essentially equivalent to that of determining all V such that G has a finite
 .number of orbits on P V , the set of all 1-dimensional subspaces of V,1
since in such a situation, the group K*G will have finitely many orbits
on V.
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This is part of the larger problem of classifying pairs of closed subgroups
G, H of a reductive algebraic group S such that there are only finitely
 .   .many G, H -double cosets in S. The case above has S s GL V , G an
.irreducible subgroup, and H the stabilizer in S of a 1-space. Our methods
also yield a classification of irreducible KG-modules V such that G has
finitely many orbits on the set of k-dimensional subspaces of V for some k
  .  .i.e., there are finitely many G, H -double cosets in SL V , where H is
.the stabilizer of a k-space . Moreover, we classify all pairs X, Y of maximal
 .  .closed subgroups of SL V such that there are finitely many X, Y -double
w xcosets. Further results on double cosets can be found in Br1, Br2 .
If V is a finite orbit module for G, then G has an open dense orbit on
V. Those KG-modules on which a connected algebraic group G has an
open dense orbit are called prehomogeneous spaces. Prehomogeneous
spaces over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero were classified
w xby Sato and Kimura in SK ; this was extended to arbitrary characteristic
w xby Chen in Ch1, Ch2 . Thus a list of candidates for finite orbit modules
can be obtained from these papers. However, this is not very useful for our
proof; as we shall see, obtaining a list of candidates for V is not hard}but
given a candidate for V, deciding whether or not G has finitely many
orbits on V can be far from trivial. For example, if G s A A and1 2 n
 .  . V s V l m V l , then V is a prehomogeneous space for all n see1 2
w x.SK , but there are finitely many orbits only for n F 3. Despite this, a
curious corollary of our results is that in the case where G is simple, every
prehomogeneous irreducible KG-module is also a finite orbit module for
 .G see Corollary 1 below .
One way to obtain finite orbit modules for algebraic groups is the
following. Let H be a simple algebraic group over K and let P s QG be a
proper parabolic subgroup of H with unipotent radical Q and Levi
subgroup G. Let
1 s Q - Q - ??? - Q s Q0 1 r
w xbe a G-invariant composition series for Q. By ABS , each factor Q rQiq1 i
has the structure of a rational irreducible KG-module. The following
wtheorem is an immediate consequence of Ri, Theorem E; ABS, Theo-
xrem 1 .
RICHARDSON'S THEOREM. The Le¨i subgroup G has only finitely many
orbits on each of the modules Q rQ .iq1 i
Richardson's Theorem naturally gives rise to many examples of finite
orbit modules Q rQ . We shall call such examples internal Che¨alleyiq1 i
modules for G. A list of all internal Chevalley modules can be written
w xusing ABS, Theorem 2 , and we do so in Table I. In the table, we use the
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TABLE I
Internal Chevalley Modules
G V Simple group H containing QG
 .A , B , C , D l A , B , C , D resp.n n n n 1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
A l Dn 2 nq1
 .A p / 2 2l Cn 1 nq1
 .A n s 5, 6, 7 l En 3 nq1
 .A p / 2, 3 3l G1 1 2
B , C l F3 3 3 4
 .D n s 5, 6, 7 l , l En ny1 n nq1
E l E6 1 7
E l E7 7 8
 .A A , A B , A C , A D l m l A , B , C , D resp.m n m n m n m n 1 1 mqnq1 mqnq1 mqnq1 mqnq1
 .A A p / 2 2l m l B1 n 1 1 nq2
A A l m l D3 n 2 1 nq4
A A A l m l m l D1 1 n 1 1 1 nq3
 .A A n s 4, 5, 6 l m l E1 n 1 2 nq2
 .A A n s 2, 3 l m l En 4 1 2 nq5
 .A A p / 2 l m 2l F1 2 1 1 4
 .A D n s 1, 2 l m l En 5 1 4 nq6
A E l m l E1 6 1 1 8
 .A A A n s 2, 3, 4 l m l m l E1 2 n 1 1 1 nq4
w xordering of fundamental dominant weights given in Bo, p. 250 ; in the
G-column we write just the semisimple part of the Levi subgroup; and in
the column headed V, for G simple we write just l to indicate that
 .V s V l , the rational irreducible KG-module with high weight l, andG
for G non-simple we write l m m m . . . to indicate that V is the tensor
product of irreducible modules for the factors of G with high weights
l, m, . . . . In each row of the final column we give a simple algebraic group
H containing a parabolic subgroup QG which gives rise to the internal
Chevalley module of that row. Finally, each irreducible module for each
simple factor of G is specified only up to graph and field twists by a field
or graph twist of a module V, we mean a module V a obtained from V by
twisting the action of the group by a field or graph automorphism a i.e.,
a ..replacing the action ¨ ª ¨g by ¨ ª ¨g .
We now come to the classification of irreducible finite orbit modules.
Observe that if V is an irreducible faithful KG-module then G must be
 .reductive. Also G s G9Z where Z s Z G acts on V as scalars; thus if V
is a finite orbit module then the semisimple group G9 has finitely many
 .orbits on P V , the set of 1-spaces in V. Conversely, given such a1
semisimple group G9, V is a finite orbit module for the group K*G9
 .where K* is the group of all scalars . Thus the problem will be solved if
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we determine all connected semisimple groups having finitely many orbits
 .on P V for some rational irreducible module V.1
THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group o¨er an
algebraically closed field K of characteristic p G 0. Suppose that V is a faithful
rational irreducible finite-dimensional KG-module such that G has finitely
 .many orbits on P V . Then one of the following holds, where we gi¨ e V up to1
field or graph twists:
 .  .i V is an internal Che¨alley module for G listed in Table I ;
 .ii G and V are as in Table II.
 .  .Con¨ersely, if G and V are as in i or ii , then G has finitely many orbits on
 . P V . The reference gi¨ en in the last column of Table II shows where a1
.proof of this fact can be found in the paper.
 . w xRemarks. 1 Kac Ka, Theorem 2 obtains the list of finite orbit
modules over C. His list of course includes all internal Chevalley modules,
and also the examples B , G , A B , A C , A G , and A A A in Tablen 2 n 3 1 n 1 2 1 2 n
II. The other examples in Table II occur only in finite characteristics.
 .2 Our proofs that the modules in Table II are finite orbit modules
sometimes give more information, such as the actual number of orbits,
orbit representatives, and point stabilizers.
The next result could be verified by comparing the lists of irreducible
wprehomogeneous spaces for simple algebraic groups given in SK, Ch. 1,
xCh. 2 with Theorem 1. For completeness, however, we include a proof at
the end of Section 2.
TABLE II
G V dim V Reference
i i 2 .  .  .A p / 0 l q pl , l q pl i ) 0 n q 1 2.6n 1 1 1 n
 .A p s 3 l q l 7 2.52 1 2
 .A p s 3 l q l 16 2.73 1 2
n .B n s 4, 5 l 2 2.9, 2.11n n
 .C p s 3 l 13 2.123 2
G l 7 y d 2.52 1 p, 2
 .F p s 3 l 25 2.114 4
 .  .A B n s 1, 2 l m l 8 n q 1 3.5n 3 1 3
 .  .A C n s 1, 2, p s 2 l m l 8 n q 1 3.5n 3 1 3
 .A C p / 2 2l m l 6n 4.41 n 1 1
 .A G p / 2 l m l 14 3.41 2 1 1
 .  .A G p s 2 l m l 6 n q 1 3.4n 2 1 1
 .  .A A A n G 5 l m l m l 6 n q 1 4.51 2 n 1 1 1
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COROLLARY 1. Let G be a simple algebraic group o¨er K, and let V be a
 .rational irreducible KG-module. Then G has finitely many orbits on P V if1
 .and only if G has a dense orbit on P V .1
As remarked above, the conclusion of Corollary 1 is false if G is only
assumed to be semisimple.
We now consider the corresponding problem of classifying irreducible
modules with finitely many orbits on k-spaces for some k ) 1. Let G be
 .  .an irreducible closed connected subgroup of GL V . Let P V denote thek
variety of k-dimensional subspaces of V. Note that if G has finitely many
 .  .orbits on P V , then G has finitely many orbits on P V as wellk nyk
  .  .because we can identify P V with P V * and V * is equivalent to Vnyk k
.  .via an automorphism of G . In conclusion i below, by the natural module
 .for a classical group G, we mean the module V l .G 1
THEOREM 2. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group o¨er an
algebraically closed field K of characteristic p G 0. Suppose that V is a faithful
rational irreducible finite-dimensional KG-module such that G has finitely
 .  .many orbits on P V for some k with 1 - k F dim V r2. Then one of thek
 .following occurs up to field or graph twists and con¨ersely in each of the
 .cases listed G has finitely many orbits on P V :k
 .i G is a classical group, V is the natural module for G, and k is
arbitrary;
 .  .  .ii G s SL m SL , V s V l m V l , and one of k s 2, r F 3, sr s 1 1
arbitrary; or k s 3, r s 2, s G 3 arbitrary;
 .iii G and V are as in Table III.
 .We show in Section 6 that if there are only finitely many X, Y -double
cosets in SL , where X and Y are proper closed subgroups, then either Xn
TABLE III
G V k
 .A p / 2 2l 22 1
 .A 4 F n F 6 l 2n 2
A l 3, 44 2
 .B or C p s 2 l 2, 33 3 3
D l 2, 35 5
E l 26 1
G l 22 1
 .G p s 2 l 32 1
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or Y is contained in a parabolic subgroup. Moreover, if Y is a maximal
parabolic subgroup, we determine all examples with X maximal:
THEOREM 3. Let V be an n-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er K, and let
 .G s SL V . Suppose that X, Y are maximal closed subgroups of G such that
 .there are only finitely many X, Y -double cosets in G. Then either X or Y is a
parabolic subgroup. Moreo¨er, if 1 F k F nr2 and Y s P the stabilizer ofk
.a k-subspace or P , then one of the following holds:nyk
 .i X is parabolic;
 .ii X is a classical group and V is the natural module for X ;
 . 0  . r <iii X s GL l G with r n, and either r F 3, k arbitrary; orn r r
r G 4, k s 1;
 . 0  .iv X s SL m SL rs s n , and one of : k s 1; k s 2, r F 3, sr s
arbitrary; or k s 3, r s 2, s G 3 arbitrary;
 . 0v X , V, k are as in Table IV.
 .  .Con¨ersely, if Y s P and X is as in i ] v , then there are only finitely manyk
 .X, Y -double cosets in G.
 . 0Notice that in conclusion iii , X is not maximal connected in G, but
 0.N X is maximal closed.G
The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2.
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group o¨er an
algebraically closed field K of characteristic p G 0. Suppose that V is a faithful
rational irreducible finite-dimensional KG-module. Then G has finitely many
orbits on the set of all subspaces of V if and only if one of the following occurs
 .up to field and graph twists :
 .i G is a classical group and V is the natural module for G;
 .  .  .ii G s SL m SL and V s V l m V l ;2 3 1 1
 .  .iii G s G , p s 2, and V s V l .2 1
TABLE IV
0X V k
A l 1n 2
 .A p / 2 2l 1n 1
 .A n s 6, 7 l 1n 3
 .A p s 3 l q l 13 1 2
 .D n s 5, 7 l 1n n
 .A p / 2 2l 22 1
 .A n F 6 l 2n 2
A l 3, 44 2
D l 2, 35 5
E l 1, 26 1
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A well known result concerning finite linear groups states that if G is a
 .  .subgroup of GL q q a prime power , and j F k F nr2, then then
  ..number of orbits of G on P V q is less than or equal to the number ofj n
  ..  .orbits on P V q see Lemma 7.1 in Section 7 . Theorems 1 and 2 implyk n
a weak analogue of this for irreducible connected semisimple subgroups G
 .   ..of GL K : if G has finitely many orbits on P V K , then G also hasn k n
  ..finitely many orbits on P V K . The next result, which we shall provej n
directly using model theory, shows that the same conclusion is true under a
much weaker hypothesis on G:
THEOREM 4. Let V be an n-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er K, and let G be
 .a closed subgroup of GL V . Let j F k F nr2. If G has finitely many orbits
 .  .on P V , then G also has finitely many orbits on P V .k j
The paper has seven further sections. In the first we give some prelimi-
 .nary results. One of these Proposition 1.2 provides a list of candidates for
finite orbit modules for simple groups. Section 2 of the paper is concerned
with determining which modules in this list actually are finite orbit
modules. In the third section, we classify simple groups having finitely
many orbits on k-spaces for k ) 1. The following two sections concern the
non-simple groups; the case k s 1 for non-simple groups depends upon
the result for k ) 1 for simple groups. Section 6 deals with the proof of
Theorem 3. In the final section we prove Theorem 4.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We begin with a result which shows that the finite orbit property of a
G-module is independent of the algebraically closed field of characteristic
p over which we work.
 .Let G s G K be a connected reductive algebraic group over the
algebraically closed field K. If k is an algebraically closed subfield of K,
 .  .denote by G k the group of k-rational points of G K . Similarly, if
 .  .V s V K is an affine K-variety defined over k, let V k be the set of
k-rational points of V.
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that G K acts algebraically on the affine
 .¨ariety V K , and the action is defined o¨er the algebraically closed subfield k.
 .  .  .Then G K has finitely many orbits on V K if and only if G k has finitely
 .many orbits on V k . Moreo¨er, if this holds, then the number of orbits is the
 .  .same in each case, and each G K -orbit has a representati¨ e in V k .
Proof. We begin by establishing
 .  .  .  .1 Let V K , W K be affine K-¨ arieties defined o¨er k. If f : V k ª
 .  .  .W k is a surjecti¨ e morphism, then the morphism f : V K ª W K which0
 .restricts to f on V k is also surjecti¨ e.
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To see this, let A be the automorphism group of Krk. Observe that k is
the fixed field of A, and since k is algebraically closed, every orbit of A
 .  .either has size 1 or is infinite. Note that A acts on V K and W K with
 .  .  .fixed points V k and W k , respectively. View W K as a closed subvari-
ety of affine n-space over K.
 .Suppose that f is not surjective, and choose w g W K not in the0
image. Since f is defined over k, it commutes with the action of A and so0
the A-orbit of w misses the image of f . Since f is surjective over k, we0 0
 .have w f W k , and hence the A-orbit of w is infinite.
 .  .The image of f contains W k , which is dense in W K . Therefore the0
 .image of f is dense in W K , and hence contains a dense open subset of0
 .  .W K . If W K has dimension 1, this implies that the image of f is0
cofinite, contradicting the previous paragraph. This completes the proof
 .when W K has dimension 1.
 .Now assume that W K has dimension greater than 1; in particular,
n ) 1. We may certainly assume that K has finite transcendence degree
over k adjoin the coordinates of w to k, and replace K by the algebraic
.closure of this ; by induction then, we may assume that K has transcen-
 .dence degree 1 over k. Write w s w , . . . , w . We may take it that1 n
w f k. Then each w is algebraically dependent on w over k, and thus1 i 1
 .satisfies an equation g w , w s 0 with g a nonzero polynomial over k.i 1 i i
 .  .Therefore w lies in the subvariety C s C K of W K defined by
 .g y , y s 0 for 2 F i F n, where the y are the coordinate functions oni 1 i i
 .affine space intersected with W K . Every A-conjugate of w also lies in C,
so C has positive dimension. Then C is defined over k and has dimension
1 if we project to the first coordinate, the inverse image of any point is
.  .  .  .finite . Let U k be the inverse image of C k under f. Then f : U k ª
 .C k is surjective; applying the dimension 1 case proved above, we deduce
 .  .that f : U K ª C K is surjective. But this means that w lies in the0
 .image of f , a contradiction. This completes the proof of 1 .0
Next we show
 .  .  .2 If ¨ , w g V k are in distinct G k -orbits, then they are in distinct
 .G K -orbits.
 4To see this, define X s g g G: ¨g s w . Then X is a closed subvariety
 .  .of G, defined over k. If X k is empty then the ideal defining X k is the
 .whole coordinate ring over k; hence the ideal defining X K is the whole
 .  .coordinate ring over K, which implies that X K is empty. This gives 2 .
 .We now complete the proof of the proposition. Assume that G k has
 .  .m orbits on V k , with representatives ¨ , . . . , ¨ . By 2 , ¨ , . . . , ¨ lie in1 m 1 m
 .  .  .  4  .distinct orbits of G K on V K . Now define f : G k = 1, . . . , m ª V k
 .  .by f g, i s ¨ g for all g g G k and all i. Then f is a surjective mor-i
 .phism. Hence 1 implies that the ¨ form a complete set of orbit represen-i
 .  .tatives for G K on V K .
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 .  .  .  .Conversely, assume that G K has m orbits on V K . Then by 2 , G k
 .has at most m orbits on V k , and the previous paragraph applies. This
completes the proof.
The next result provides a list of candidates for the finite orbit modules
of a simple algebraic group.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let G be a simple algebraic group in characteristic p,
 .and suppose that the nontri¨ ial rational irreducible KG-module V s V lG
satisfies dim V F dim G q 1. Then, up to graph and field twists, either
 .i V is a composition factor of the adjoint module for G, or
 .ii G, l are as follows:
G l
i i .  .A l , 2l , l , l q pl i ) 0 , l q pl i ) 0 ,n 1 1 2 1 1 1 n
 .  .  .3l n s 1 , l q l n s p s 3 , l n s 5, 6, 71 1 2 3
 .  .B , C l , l , l n s 3 , l 4 F n F 6, p s 2 if G s Cn n 1 2 3 n n
 .D l , l , l n F 7n 1 2 n
G l2 1
F l4 4
E l6 1
E l7 7
w xProof. This follows from Li2, 2.2, 2.7, and 2.10 for types A , C , andn n
w xfor exceptional types, and from Li1, 1.1 for types B , D .n n
 .  .  .COROLLARY 1.3. Let G and V s V l be as in conclusion i or ii ofG
Proposition 1.2. Then one of the following holds V gi¨ en up to graph and field
.twists :
 .i V is an internal Che¨alley module for G;
 .ii V is a composition factor of the adjoint module for G;
 .iii G and l are as follows:
G l
i i .  .  .A l q pl i ) 0 , l q pl i ) 0 , l q l n s p s 3n 1 1 1 n 1 2
C ln 2
 .  .B , C n s 4, 5, 6 l p s 2 if G s Cn n n n
G l2 1
F l4 4
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Proof. The result follows from Proposition 1.2 and the list of internal
Chevalley modules given in Table I in the Introduction.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 FOR G SIMPLE
Suppose that G is a connected simple algebraic group over the alge-
braically closed field K of characteristic p. In this section we prove
 .Theorem 1, classifying those KG-modules V s V l such that G hasG
 .finitely many orbits on P V . Certainly if V is such a module, then1
dim G G dim V y 1, so G and V are as in Corollary 1.3. By Richardson's
Theorem, we may assume that V is not an internal Chevalley module for
G. Hence by Corollary 1.3, we may assume that either V is a composition
 .  .factor of the adjoint module L G or G, l are as in Corollary 1.3 iii .
 .Most of the results in this section concern actions on P V , but there1
 .are also a couple Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.10 which deal with actions
 .on P V with k ) 1; these will be used in Section 3, via Proposition 3.2.k
We begin with three preliminary results, in which V is an arbitrary
 .rational G-module. Let T be a maximal torus of G, and W s N T rTG
the Weyl group.
LEMMA 2.1. Let ¨ , ¨ 9 be ¨ectors in the zero weight space of V relati¨ e to T.
Then ¨ and ¨ 9 are in the same G-orbit if and only if they are in the same
W-orbit.
Proof. Let S be the root system of G relative to T , P a basis of
fundamental roots, and Sq the set of positive roots determined by P. Let
 q.U be the group generated by the root groups U a g S , and fora
w g W, let U be the subgroup generated by those root groups U suchw a
 .that a is a positive root and w a is a negative root.
 .Suppose g ¨ s ¨ 9 for some g g G. By the Bruhat decomposition we
 .may write g s unu9, where u g U, n g N T , and u9 g U with w sG w
nT g W. Then
nu9ny1 n¨ s uy1 ¨ 9 . .  .  .
The right hand side is a sum of ¨ 9 and weight vectors whose weights are
sums of positive roots, while the left hand side is a sum of n¨ and weight
vectors whose weights are sums of negative roots. Hence n¨ s ¨ 9, and so ¨
and ¨ 9 are W-conjugate.
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let V be the zero weight space of V relati¨ e to T.0
Suppose one of the following holds:
 .  .  .i G has finitely many orbits on either P V or P V ;1 2
 .  .ii G has a dense orbit on P V , and this dense orbit has a representa-1
 .ti¨ e in P V .1 0
Then dim V F 1.0
 .Proof. First suppose i holds, and assume that V has dimension at0
least 2. By Lemma 2.1 and the finiteness of W, there are infinitely many
 .1-spaces L i s 1, 2, . . . in V such that the L are in distinct G-orbits.i 0 i
 .  .This shows that G has infinitely many orbits on P V . Hence by i , G has1
 .finitely many orbits on P V .2
Let ¨ be a weight vector for T of nonzero weight and let M be thei
2-space spanned by ¨ and L . Note that T stabilizes M and has 3 orbitsi i
on the set of 1-spaces in M , for each i. Thus, for fixed i, the seti
 .M l G ? L is empty for all but finitely many j. Consequently there musti j
be infinitely many distinct G-orbits represented by the M , contradictingi
 .i .
 .  .Now suppose ii holds. If D is the open dense orbit of G on P V , then1
 .  .D l P V is dense in P V . This forces dim V F 1 by Lemma 2.1.1 0 1 0 0
LEMMA 2.3. Let V be the zero weight space of V relati¨ e to T , and let0
 .0C s C V . Suppose dim G y dim C s dim V y dim V and dim V ) 1.G 0 0 0
 .Then G has no dense orbit on P V .1
 .  .Proof. Assume G has a dense orbit on P V . If ¨ g V then C ¨1 0 G
 .contains T , so there are only finitely many possibilities for C ¨ . There-G
  .04  .0fore ¨ g V : C - C ¨ s D C D is a finite union of proper0 G C - DsD V0
closed subsets of V , hence is proper closed in V . It follows that D s ¨ g0 0
 .0 4V : C ¨ s C is an open dense subset of V .0 G 0
 .  :We now claim that the dense orbit of G on P V contains ¨ for1 0
 .  .some ¨ g D. Let f : G = D ª V be the morphism g, ¨ ª g ¨ . Pick0
y1 .  .¨ g D. Then by Lemma 2.1, f ¨ has a component g, ¨ : g g0 0 0
 .0 4 y1 .C ¨ s C , and hence dim f ¨ s dim C. Therefore, by the hypoth-G 0 0
esis of the lemma,
dim Im f s dim G q dim V y dim C s dim V .0
Thus GD contains an open dense subset of V, and hence the dense orbit
 .  .of G on P V has a representative in P V , which is a contradiction by1 1 0
 .Corollary 2.2 ii .
We now use Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.2, and Lemma 2.3 to deal with
 .some of the candidates for the finite orbit module V s V l given byG
Corollary 1.3.
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LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that one of the following holds:
 .  .i V is a nontri¨ ial composition factor of the adjoint module L G ,
and V is not an internal Che¨alley module;
 .  .  .ii G s C n G 3 , V s V l ;n G 2
 .  .iii G s F , V s V l .4 G 4
 .  .  .If G has a dense orbit on P V , then p s 3 and G, l s A , l q l ,1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .G , l , C , l , or F , l up to graph and field twists .2 1 3 2 4 4
 .Proof. Suppose G has a dense orbit on P V . Let V be the zero1 0
weight space of V relative to T.
 .  .First assume i holds. The composition factors of L G can be found in
w x  .  .  .LS3, 1.10 . Suppose G, p is not one of the special pairs B , 2 , C , 2 ,n n
 .  .  .G , 3 , or F , 2 . Assuming as we may that G is simply connected, we2 4
 .   .. have V s L G rZ, where Z s Z L G has dimension at most 2 and has
.dimension 2 if and only if G s D with n even and p s 2 . The zeron
 .  .weight space V is equal to L T rZ and has dimension rank G y dim Z.0
 .  .Hence, excluding the case G, p s A , 3 in the conclusion, and also the2
 .case where G s A in which case V is an internal module , we have1
 .0  .   ..0 wdim V G 2. Now C V centralizes L T . As C L T s T by LS3,0 G 0 G
x  .01.11 , we have C V s T. But now Lemma 2.3 gives a contradiction.G 0
 .  .  .  .  .Now assume i holds with G, p a special pair B , 2 , C , 2 , G , 3 ,n n 2
 . w x  .or F , 2 . By LS3, 1.10 , up to graph and field twists we have V s V l ,4 G
where l s l , l , l , l , respectively recall that internal modules are2 2 1 4
 ..  . excluded in i . The first two cases are dealt with under ii below note
 ..that B and C have the same image group in SL V , and the F case isn n 4
 .handled under iii below. Finally, the G case occurs in the conclusion.2
 .  .  .Next consider ii , so G, l s C , l with n G 3. Let M be the usualn 2
 . w x  . 2module V l for G. By CPS, Table 4.5 , V l is a section of H M, ofG 1 G 2
 2 . <dimension dim H M y 1 y d , where d s 1 if p n and d s 0 otherwise.
Since T has zero weight space on H 2M of dimension n, it follows that
 .  .either dim V G 2 or n, p s 3, 3 . Exclude the latter case, which occurs0
in the conclusion. Thus dim V G 2. Now T lies in a commuting product0
n  .  n  .:A of fundamental A 's, and C V contains A , N T . From this it is1 1 G 0 1 G
 .0 neasy to see that C V s A . Now Lemma 2.3 gives a contradiction.G 0 1
 .  .  .Finally, consider case iii , G, l s F , l . The case where p s 34 4
occurs in the conclusion, so assume p / 3. Then dim V s 26, and if we let
D be a maximal rank subgroup D of G generated by long root subgroups,4
w xthen by LS2, 2.3 , V x D has composition factors of high weights
 .  .l , l , l , 0, 0. Therefore dim V s 2. Since V l i s 1, 3, 4 do not have1 3 4 0 D i
 .0indecomposable extensions by the trivial module, C V contains D; andG 0
as the only connected subgroup property containing D is B , which does4
 .0not fix a 2-space, we conclude that C V s D. Now Lemma 2.3 gives aG 0
contradiction.
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Notice that each of the exceptions in the previous lemma occurs in
Table II of Theorem 1. We establish the finite orbit property for two of
these in the next lemma, and postpone this for the other two.
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.5. Suppose p s 3 and G, l s A , l q l or G , l .2 1 2 2 1
 .Then G has finitely many orbits on P V .1
 w xProof. This is well known for the G case see LSS, 1.3, 1.4 for2
.example .
 .  .Now consider G, l s A , l q l . Here V s LrZ, where L is the2 1 2
space of 3 = 3 matrices of trace zero over K and Z is the 1-dimensional
 .subspace of scalar matrices note that Z - L as p s 3 ; G acts on L by
conjugation. Every matrix in L is G-conjugate to a matrix in Jordan
 .  .canonical form; modulo Z, the Jordan forms are diag a , ya , 0 a g K ,
E , and E q E , where E denotes the matrix with 1 in the ij-entry and12 12 23 i j
 .0 elsewhere. Thus G has three orbits on P V in this case.1
In the rest of this section we deal with the remaining possibilities for the
 .finite orbit module V given by Corollary 1.3 iii .
 .  .LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that G s SL K , p / 0, and V s V l withn G
i i  .l s l q pl or l q pl i ) 0 . Then G has finitely many orbits on1 1 1 ny1
 .P V .1
 .Proof. Let W be the usual n-dimensional module V l . Define theG 1
 p i. s KG-module W to be the space W with G-action w) g s wg w g
.W, g g G , where s is the Frobenius morphism of G which raises matrix
i  i .  p i. entries to the power p . Then V l q pl ( W m W and V l qG 1 1 G 1
i .  p i.pl ( W m W * .ny1
We first consider W m W * p i.. In fact it is convenient to deal with the
 p i.  .dual of this, so let V s W * m W . We can identify V with M K , then
space of n = n matrices over K, with G-action given by
g : A ª gy1Ag s A g M K , . .n
 .where s is as above. We shall show that G s GL K has finitely many1 n
orbits on V in this action.
To do this, we begin by reinterpreting the question. Write s also for the
i w xp -power automorphism of K, and let L s K x; s be the twisted polyno-
mial ring consisting of polynomials in x over K, with multiplication
s  .determined by xa s a x for a g K. This is a noncommutative left and
 w x .right principal ideal domain see Ja for a general reference . Given an
 .n = n matrix A over K, we can define an L-module M A as follows:
 . n  .M A is the space of column vectors in K , and for ¨ g M A , we set
x¨ s A¨ s.
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In fact, any L-module which is n-dimensional over K is of this form. For
if M is such a module, choose a K-basis for M. Then x defines a
K-semilinear map from M to itself. Let A denote the matrix of x with
 .respect to this basis and identify M as a K-space with the space of
column vectors via this basis. Then x¨ s A¨ for each ¨ in the basis,
whence by the definition of L, it follows that x¨ s A¨ s for ¨ arbitrary.
 .Thus, M ( M A .
 .  .Suppose A, B g M K , and f is a K-linear mapping of M A inton
 .  .  .M B . Define U g M K , by Ue s f e , where e , . . . , e is the standardn i i 1 n
 .  s . sbasis for the space of column vectors. Then f x¨ s f A¨ s UA¨ ,
 .  .s s s   .  .. while xf ¨ s B U¨ s BU ¨ . Thus Hom M A , M B s U gL
 . s 4  .  .M K : BU s UA . In particular, M A ( M B if and only if both An
 .  . y1 sand B lie in M K and there exists g g GL K such that g Ag s B.n n
 .Thus the number of GL K -orbits on V is equal to the number ofn
isomorphism classes of L-modules which are K-spaces of dimension n.
Let M be an L-module which is a K-space of dimension n. The
structure of finitely generated modules over noncommutative principal
w xideal domains is given in Ja . We deduce that M ( M [ M , where M is1 2 1
a direct sum of modules of the form Lrx iL, and x induces a bijection
on M .2
 .We know that M ( M C for some m = m matrix C, where m s2
dim M . If C is singular, then Cw s 0 for some nonzero w g M , and soK 2 2
 4the submodule ¨ g M : x¨ s 0 is nonzero, a contradiction. Therefore C2
w x y1 sis nonsingular. By Lang's Theorem La , C s D D for some D g
 .  .GL K . Thus M ( M I ; in particular, the isomorphism class of M ism 2 m 2
determined by its dimension.
The above arguments show that the number of isomorphism classes of
n  .L-modules which are K-spaces of dimension n is at most 1 q  p i ,is1
 .  .where p i is the number of partitions of i in fact it is equal to this . In
particular this number is finite, as required.
 p i.  .Now consider V s W m W . Here we can identify V with M K , withn
G-action given by
g : A ª gTAg s A g M K . .n
 T .where g is the transpose of g . By Lang;'s theorem applied to the
 s .yT  .morphism g ª g which has finite unitary fixed point group , in the
above action G is transitive on nonsingular matrices. We need to show
that there are only finitely many orbits on singular matrices.
w xIn fact, this conclusion follows from Ga; RS, Sect. 9 ; we sketch the
 .argument. Let A g M K and let X be the space of n-dimensionaln
column vectors. Then A determines a s-sesquilinear form f on XA
 . T s  .  .defined by f u, ¨ s u A¨ u, ¨ g X . We say that X, f is a s-sesqui-A A
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linear module over K. There is an obvious notion of morphisms of
s-sesquilinear modules. It is immediate that A and B are in the same
 .  .G-orbit if and only if X, f ( X, f . Also A is nonsingular if and onlyA B
 .if the space X, f is non-degenerate. Thus by our observation above, theA
only invariant for a non-degenerate sesquilinear module is its dimension.
 w x.It follows see RS, Sect. 9 that a sesquilinear space X can be decom-
posed into an orthogonal sum of indecomposable sesquilinear spaces. By
the previous sentence we may assume that X has no non-degenerate
 .summands. Then X s X H X where the Kronecker modules K XII III II
 . and K X have only indecomposable summands of a certain type again,III
w x.see RS, Sect. 9 . Moreover, the isomorphism classes of X and X areII III
determined by the isomorphism classes of their Kronecker modules. Since
the dimensions of the Kronecker modules are bounded by a function of
n s dim X, and there are only finitely many possibilities for indecompos-
w xable Kronecker modules of a given dimension RS, Sect. 9 , it follows that
there are only finitely many isomorphism types possible for X. The
conclusion follows.
LEMMA 2.7. If p s 3, then the group G s GL has finitely many orbits4
 .on the ¨ectors of the 16-dimensional module V l q l .G 1 2
w xProof. This is proved by Cohen and Wales in CW , following prelimi-
w xnary work of Chen Ch3 on this module.
 .LEMMA 2.8. If G s B and V s V l , then G has no dense orbit on6 G 6
 .  .P V . In particular, G has infinitely many orbits on P V .1 1
 .Proof. Suppose G has a dense orbit on P V . We have G - D -1
 .  .SL V , where D s D and V s V l . Choose a subgroup B B of D;7 D 6 3 3
 .  .  w x.then V x B B s V l m V l see LS2, 2.7 . A subgroup G of B3 3 B 3 B 3 2 33 3
 .  .fixes a unique 1-space in V l . Hence there is a 1-space a g P V suchB 3 13
that D contains G G .a 2 2
We claim that D0 s G G . Suppose this is false. As G G lies in noa 2 2 2 2
parabolic, D0 is reductive. Since G is maximal in B , D0 must contain aa 2 3 a
subgroup B G . But B G does not fix a 1-space of V, so this is3 2 3 2
impossible.
Thus D0 s G G , as claimed. Since dim D y dim G G s 63 sa 2 2 2 2
 . D  .dim P V , a is the dense orbit of D on P V . Therefore, as we are1 1
assuming G has a dense orbit also, this orbit lies in a D, and so there is a
 .dense G, G G -double coset in D. Therefore G G has a dense orbit on2 2 2 2
 .the coset space D : G , hence on the set of nonsingular 1-spaces in V ,14
the natural 14-dimensional module for D.
Assume p / 2. Then V xG G s V [ V , a sum of two non-degener-14 2 2 7 7
 .ate 7-spaces. The group G has two orbits on P V , with connected2 1 7
 w x.stabilizers A and P see LSS, 1.2, 1.3 . Hence the smallest possible2 1
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dimension of the stabilizer in G G of a nonsingular 1-space in V is2 2 14
 .dim A A s 16. But dim G G y 16 s 12 - dim D : B . Hence G G2 2 2 2 7 6 2 2
has no dense orbit on nonsingular 1-spaces in V , a contradiction.14
Finally, assume p s 2. Here G fixes a nonsingular vector ¨ g V . Let14
 :w be a representative of the dense orbit of G G on nonsingular2 2
H  .1-spaces in V . Then w f ¨ ; take ¨ , w s 1.14
 :Let W s ¨ , w , and let H be the stabilizer of W in G G . We claim2 2
that H 0 centralizes W. To see this, observe that since W is non-degener-
  ..0  .ate, HrC W is a possibly trivial torus. As G G fixes ¨ and H fixesH 2 2
w modulo ¨ H , this torus is trivial. The claim follows. Thus H induces a
finite group on W.
 :  :  .Suppose w9 : W is in the G G -orbit of w . Then g w s lw9 for2 2
some g g G G , l g K*. Since g fixes ¨ , we then have g g H. Hence by2 2
 :G 2G 2  . the previous paragraph, w l P W is finite and non-empty, as it1
 :.  :G 2G 2contains w . But this is a contradiction, as w is an open dense
 .orbit, so must intersect P W in a dense subset.1
 .  .LEMMA 2.9. If G s B n s 4, 5 , V s V l , a spin module of dimen-n G n
n  .sion 2 , and p / 2, then G has finitely many orbits on P V .1
wProof. The orbits on these spin modules are described for p / 2 in Ig,
xPropositions 5 and 6 ; there are three orbits when n s 4 and five orbits
when n s 5.
By Corollary 1.3 together with Lemmas 2.1]2.9, to complete the proof of
Theorem 1 for G simple, it remains to show that for the following pairs
 .   ..G, l , G has finitely many orbits on P V l :1 G
G: B p s 2 B p s 2 F p s 3 C p s 3 .  .  .  .4 5 4 3
l: l l l l4 5 4 2
We handle all but the C case using a method which involves first3
determining the orbits of corresponding finite groups; the C case will be3
deduced from the F case in Lemma 2.12.4
The next result is somewhat more general than what we need for the
above modules, and will also be useful in the ensuing sections.
Assume that p ) 0, and as always let K be an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p, and V a finite-dimensional vector space over K. For
 .each power q of p, let s be the Frobenius morphism of SL V , raisingq
all matrix entries to the qth power relative to some fixed basis of V.
 .Assume that G is a closed connected subgroup of SL V which is
 e.s -stable for some q. For e G 1, let G q denote the group of fixed pointsq
 e.e eof s on G and V q denote the fixed points of s on V.q q
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LEMMA 2.10. Under the assumptions of the pre¨ious paragraph, the sub-
 .  .group G of SL V has only finitely many orbits on P V if and only if therek
 e.   e..exists a constant c such that G q has at most c orbits on P V q for allk
 .e G 1. In that case G has at most c orbits on P V .k
Proof. Since G is s -invariant, it is defined over F , the algebraicq q
 .closure of F . Let P be the stabilizer in SL V of a k-dimensional space,q k
with P invariant under s . By Proposition 1.1, we may assume thatk q
  .K s F we apply Proposition 1.1 to the group G = P acting on SL V byq k
 . y1 .g , g x s g xg .1 2 1 2
 e.   e..Assume that G q has at most c orbits on P V q for all e G 1. If Gk
 .has at least c q 1 orbits on P V , then choose c q 1 representatives.k
e .  .eThese are subspaces of V q for some e since K s F s D F ,q eG1 q
 e.   e..whence G q has at least c q 1 orbits on P V q , a contradiction. Sok
G has at most c orbits.
 . Conversely, assume that G has exactly m orbits on P V with mk
.finite . Denote these orbits by O and let o g O be a representative.i i i
w xeLet G denote the stabilizer in G of o . If O is s -invariant, by SS, I, 2.7 ,i i i q
 e.  e. <  .0 <O q breaks up into at most m G q orbits, where m s G : G .i i i i i
Thus, we may take c s m .i
We now return to consideration of the remaining modules listed above
for B , B , and F .4 5 4
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 2.11. Let G, l, p be B , l , 2 , B , l , 2 , or F , l , 3 and4 4 5 5 4 4
 .  .let V s V l . Identify G with a subgroup of SL V which is s -stable. ThenG p
 .   ..for all q, G q has the following number of orbits on P V q :1
G: B B F4 5 4
No. of orbits: 3 6 5
 .  .Consequently by 2.10 , G has finitely many orbits on P V .1
w  .xProof. For G s F , this is proved in CC, B.1 .4
 .  .  .  .Consider now G s B . Here G q s B q - D q - SL q s X ,4 4 5 16 sq
 .  .   ..where X s SL V , and the orbits of D s D q on P V q are given in5 1
w xLi2, 2.9 ; there are just two orbits, with corresponding point-stabilizers D ,1
 .8  .D , where D is an A -parabolic subgroup of D and D ( F .B q .2 1 4 2 q 3
 .  .  .q y 1 . If U s V q is the usual F D-module, then G q is the stabilizer10 q
of a nonsingular 1-space in U. Let V be the set of all nonsingular 1-spaces
 .in U. Thus, denoting by orb A, S the number of orbits of a group A on a
set S, we have
orb G q , P V q s orb D , V q orb D , V . .  .  .  . . .1 1 2
It is easy to see that D is transitive on V, while D has two orbits with1 2
 .7  .  .  ..point-stabilizers F .G q . q y 1 and B q .q 2 3
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Finally, consider G s B . We handle this in a similar fashion. First,5
 .  .  .  .observe that G q s B q - D q - SL q . We argue first that E s5 6 32
 .   ..D q has just five orbits on P V q , with point-stabilizers E , . . . , E as6 1 1 5
follows:
 . < <  8 .i E s A -parabolic in E, orbit size E : E s q y 1 =1 5 1
 5 . 3 .  .q q 1 q q 1 r q y 1 ;
1 15 8 5 3 .  .  . . .ii E s A q .2, orbit size q q y 1 q q 1 q q 1 ;2 5 2
2 1 15 8 5 3 .  .  . . .iii E s A q .2, orbit size q q y 1 q y 1 q y 1 ;3 5 2
 . w 17 x   .  ..  . 3 10 .iv E s q . B q = A q . q y 1 , orbit size q q y 1 =4 3 1
 8 . 6 .  2 . .q y 1 q y 1 r q y 1 q y 1 ;
 . w 14 x  .  . 7 10 . 8 .v E s q .B q . q y 1 , orbit size q q y 1 q y 1 =5 3
 6 .  .q y 1 r q y 1
  .  . w n x n.in iv and v , we use q simply to denote a group of order q . To see
 . w xthis, let Y s E q , with root system as in Bo . If a is the longest root,7 0
 .  .then P s N U s QEH is a parabolic subgroup of Y, with E s D q ,Y a 60
< < < < 33  :H s q y 1, and Q s q . Moreover, Q s U : a ) 0 involves a , anda 1
 .  wQrU has the structure of the spin module V l over F cf. ABS,a E 5 q0 x.  .Theorem 2 ; so we may take V q s QrU .a0
Observe first that E is the stabilizer of a 1-space containing a maximal1
vector.
We next obtain the stabilizer E . Write a . . . a for the root a a . Let4 1 7 i i
 .  .  .a s 1123321, b s 1223221 roots for Y , and define y s u 1 u 1 . Wea b
shall show that E is the stabilizer of the 1-space containing y modulo4
.U . Let P s Q L be the D A -parabolic subgroup of Y obtained bya 6 6 6 5 10 w x  .deleting a from the Dynkin diagram. By AS, p. 60 , we have C y s6 Y
 .  .U L , where U s Q and L ( B q = A q is a subgroup of L . We0 0 0 6 0 4 1 6
17  .  .find that U l E s U has order q and L l E s B q = A q . More-0 1 0 3 1
 y1 .  .  .  .over, conjugation by the element h t h t sends u 1 u 1 toa a a b2 6
 .  . U  :u t u t for t g F . Hence the stabilizer of the 1-space y containsa b q
 .  .  .E s U L l E . q y 1 . Since the stabilizer lies in U L . q y 1 , it is4 1 0 0 0
easy to see that it is in fact equal to E .4
We obtain E similarly as the stabilizer of the 1-space containing5
 .  .  .z s u 1 u 1 u 1 , where g s 1223210, d s 1122221, and e s 1123211.g d e
To obtain stabilizer E , consider the action of a Levi subgroup A s2
 .  .A q of E on V q . There are two nontrivial composition factors of5
 .dimension 15 with high weights l , l , and a fixed 2-space F s2 3
 :  .  .U , U rU . The normalizer N A s GL q .2 acts on the q q 1a a ya a Y 61 0 1 0
points in F with orbits of size q y 1 and 2; the orbit of size 2 contains
points with stabilizer of type E , and the orbit of size q y 1 contains points1
 .with stabilizer SL q .2.6
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Finally, stabilizer E is obtained in the same way as E starting with a3 2
2  .subgroup A q of E.5
 .  .We have now obtained the stabilizers in i ] v above. Since the corre-
 32 .  .sponding orbit sizes add up to q y 1 r q y 1 , there are no further
 .orbits of E on P V .1
As in the previous case, if V is the set of nonsingular 1-spaces in the
usual 12-dimensional E-module over F , we haveq
orb G q , P V q s orb E , V . .  .  . . . 1 i
i
We find that E , E , E , and E are transitive on V with point-stabilizers1 2 3 5
 .  . 2  . w 14 x  .  .A -parabolic in G q , A q .2, A q .2, and q .B q . q y 1 , respec-4 4 4 2
.  w 15 x   .tively , while E has two orbits on V with point-stabilizers q . G q =4 2
 ..  . w 9 x  .  ..  .  .A q . q y 1 and q .B q . q y 1 . Therefore G q s B q has 6 or-1 3 5
  ..bits on P V q .1
 .LEMMA 2.12. If G s C , p s 3, and V s V l , then G has finitely3 G 2
 .many orbits on P V .1
 .Proof. Let Y s F , and let M be the 25-dimensional Y-module V l .4 Y 4
 .If A denotes a fundamental SL in Y, then N A s A C , and1 2 Y 1 1 3
M x A C s V l m V l [ V l .  .  . .1 3 A 1 C 1 C 21 3 3
 w x.  .see LS2, 2.3 . Therefore we may take V s C A .M 1
We claim that if two 1-spaces in V are Y-conjugate, then they are
 .conjugate under N A . To see this, let a , b be 1-spaces in V, andY 1
suppose a g s b for some g g Y. Then A , Ag are fundamental SL 's of1 1 2
 .  .Y, both contained in Y . Over finite fields F , the stabilizers in Y q s F qb q 4
 . w  .xof 1-spaces in M q are given by CC, B.1 ; these stabilizers contain
e  . w 15 x  . w 14 x  .groups D q , q .B q and q .G q . Therefore Y contains such a4 3 2 b
subgroup, and it follows that modulo its unipotent radical, Y can haveb
 . w xonly one simple factor, Y say. Write Q s R Y . Using LS1, 2.2 , we see0 U b
that the images modulo Q of QA and QAg are fundamental A 's in the1 1 1
simple group Y . Thus QA and QAg are conjugate in Y . Moreover, if t is0 1 1 b
 .  .the central involution in A , then C t normalizes A , whence C t s1 Y 1 Q A1
A = Q for some Q F Q. It follows that A and Ag are conjugate in Y ,1 0 0 1 1 b
g y y1 y1  .say A s A with y g Y . Then a gy s b with gy g N A , proving1 1 b Y 1
the claim.
 .By Lemma 2.11, Y has finitely many orbits on P M . Therefore the1
result follows by the previous paragraph.
Observe that Lemmas 2.1]2.12 constitute the proof of Theorem 1 for G
simple.
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To conclude the section, observe that we have also proved Corollary 1:
 .for if G is simple and has a dense orbit on P V , where V is a faithful1
irreducible rational G-module, then V is in the conclusion of Proposi-
tion 1.2. For each candidate given by Proposition 1.2, we have shown that
 .either G has finitely many orbits on P V , or G has no dense orbit on1
 .P V . Corollary 1 follows.1
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 FOR G SIMPLE
Let G be a connected simple algebraic group over the algebraically
closed field K. Let V be an irreducible rational KG-module, and let
 .P V denote the variety of k-dimensional subspaces of V. In this section,k
 .we classify all such modules such that G has finitely many orbits on P Vk
 .for some k ) 1 the case k s 1 was settled in the previous section .
 .Let n s dim V. Then G has finitely many orbits on P V if and only ifk
 . G has finitely many orbits on P V * because the dual representation isk
.obtained by applying an automorphism of G if and only if G has finitely
 .many orbits on P V . Hence we need only classify V up to graph andnyk
 .field twists and we may assume that k F nr2. Note that P V is a varietyk
 .  .of dimension k n y k and so if G has finitely many orbits on P V , thenk
 .dim G G k n y k . This eliminates many possibilities.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let V be an irreducible rational KG-module of dimen-
 .sion n and suppose that dim G G k n y k for some integer k with 2 F k F
 .nr2. Then up to graph and field twists one of the following holds:
 .i G is a classical group and V is the natural module for G;
 .ii G, V are as in Table V below.
Proof. Clearly G, V are as in the conclusion of Proposition 1.2. One
checks which of these satisfy the necessary inequality.
The next proposition gives a relationship between the property of having
finitely many orbits on k-spaces and that of having finitely many orbits on
1-spaces, for a tensor product. Write W for a K-vector space of dimen-n
sion n.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let a, b be positi¨ e integers, let H be a subgroup of
 .  .GL W , and let GL K = H act on W s W m W in the usual way. Thenb a a b
 .GL K = H has finitely many orbits on W if and only if , for all i F a, H hasa
finitely many orbits on the set of i-spaces in W .b
Proof. Let w , . . . , w be a basis for W . Every vector in W can be1 a a
written uniquely in the form a w m wX with wX g W . There is anjs1 j j j b
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TABLE V
G V k
 .A p / 2 2l 22 1
 .A l G 4 l 2l 2
A l 3, 44 2
 .B or C p s 2 l 2, 3, 43 3 3
 .B or C p s 2 l 24 4 4
D l 2, 35 5
D l 26 6
E l 2, 36 1
E l 27 7
F l 24 4
G l 2, 32 1
 . a X a Yelement of GL K = H sending  w m w to  w m w if and onlya js1 j j js1 j j
 X :if there is an element of H sending the subspace w : 1 F j F a of W toj b
Y :  w x.the subspace w : 1 F j F a see Li2, 1.1 . The result follows.j
We now consider the various possibilities given in Table V.
 .  .LEMMA 3.3. Let G s A n G 3 and V s V l . Then G has finitelyn A 2n
 .many orbits on P V if and only if n F 6.2
 .Proof. By Richardson's Theorem stated in the Introduction , for n F 6
  .  ..the group A A has finitely many orbits on P V l m V l . Hence by1 n 1 1 2
 .Proposition 3.2, G has finitely many orbits on P V for n F 6.2
Set m s n q 1 and assume now that m G 8. Identify V with the space
 .S K of skew-symmetric m = m matrices over K, with SL -action givenm m
T  .by g : A ª g Ag for g g SL , A g S K . Let J be a nonsingular 2 = 2m m
 . 3skew-symmetric matrix over K. For a s a , a , a g K with 0, a , a , a1 2 3 1 2 3
 .all distinct, define block-diagonal matrices ¨ , w g S K as0 a m
¨ s diag J , J , J , 0 my 6 , w s diag ay1 J , ay1 J , ay1 J , J , 0 my 8 , .  .0 a 1 2 3
 :  .and let U s ¨ , w , a 2-space in S K .a 0 a m
We claim that among the 2-spaces U there are infinitely many orbita
 .representatives of SL on 2-spaces of S K . To see this, let a , b g K*m m i i
 .i s 1, 2, 3 with a , a , a distinct and b , b , b distinct, and suppose1 2 3 1 2 3
g g SL sends U ª U . The matrices of rank 6 in U are scalar multiplesm a b a
 .of ¨ and ¨ y a w i s 1, 2, 3 . Hence if we define a s b s 0, there is0 0 i a 0 0
 4  .a permutation t of 0, 1, 2, 3 such that ¨ y a w g is a scalar multiple of0 i a
¨ y b w for i s 0, 1, 2, 3. Adjusting g by a scalar, we may take0 it b
¨ g s ¨ y b w .0 0 0t b
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 .  .We have ¨ y a w g s l ¨ y b w for some l g K*, and hence0 1 a 0 1t b
w g s ay1 1 y l ¨ q ay1 lb y b w . .  .a 1 0 1 1t 0t b
The fact that for some m g K*,
¨ y a w g s m ¨ y b w .  .0 2 a 0 2t b
determines l in terms of a , a , b , b , and b . Finally, for some1 2 0t 1t 2t
g g K* we have
¨ y a w g s g ¨ y b w , .  .0 3 a 0 3t b
which gives an equation for b in terms of a , a , a , b , b , and b . It3t 1 2 3 0t 1t 2t
follows that there are infinitely many orbit representatives among the
2-spaces U , as claimed.a
 .LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that G s G and V s V l . If p s 2 then G has2 1
 .finitely many orbits on P V for all k; and if p / 2 then G has finitely manyk
 .orbits on P V if and only if k F 2.k
 .Proof. Suppose first that p s 2, so that dim V s 6 and G - Sp V s
w x  .Sp . By As, 5.1 , G is transitive of rank 4 on P V . Hence G has finitely6 1
 .  .many orbits on P V and on P V .1 2
 .Now consider P V . For this case it is convenient to deal with the finite3
 .  .  .   ..group case G q s G q - Sp q s Sp V q , where q is a power of 2,2 6
 .and then apply Lemma 2.10. Let R be the set of 3-spaces in V q with1
1-dimensional radical, and let R be the set of totally singular 3-spaces in2
 .V q .
 :  .  :Let W g R have radical ¨ . Then the stabilizer in G q of ¨ is a1
H  :parabolic P. The action of P on the symplectic 4-space ¨ r ¨ induces a
 .  :parabolic subgroup P of Sp q , and Wr ¨ is a nonsingular 2-space in2 4
H  :  .¨ r ¨ . Thus the number of orbits of G q on R is equal to the number1
 .  . of P , N -double cosets in Sp q where N is the stabilizer of a2 2 4 2
.nonsingular 2-space . Applying a graph automorphism, this is equal to the
 q ..  .number of P , V q -double cosets in Sp q , which is just the number1 4 4
q .  .of orbits of V q on 1-spaces. This number is 2. Thus G q has 2 orbits4
on R .1
 .Now consider R . The parabolic P of G q stabilizes a 3-space in R ;2 2 2
 .  .and so does a subgroup SL q of G q . We calculate that3 2
< <G q : P q G q : SL q .  .  .2 2 3
q6 y 1
3 3 2 3 < <s q q q q 1 s q q 1 q q 1 q q 1 s R . . .  .  . 2q y 1
 .Therefore G q also has 2 orbits on R .2
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e  .   ..We conclude that for any q s 2 , G q has 4 orbits on P V q . By3
 .Lemma 2.10 therefore, G has at most 4 orbits on P V . This completes3
the proof for p s 2.
 . wNow suppose p / 2. Here dim V s 7 and G - SO V s SO . By LSS,7
x1.2, 1.3 , G is transitive on the set of singular 1-spaces and on the set of
 .nonsingular 1-spaces in V, hence has 2 orbits on P V .1
 . w xNow consider P V . By As, 5.1 , G is transitive of rank 4 on the set of2
singular 1-spaces in V, hence has finitely many orbits on the set of
non-degenerate 2-spaces and on the set of totally singular 2-spaces in V.
Let R be the set of 2-spaces remaining. If W g R , then W has 1-dimen-3 3
 :  :sional radical ¨ . The stabilizer in G of ¨ , acting on the orthogonal
H  :  :space ¨ r ¨ , induces a parabolic P of SO , and Wr ¨ is a nonsingu-2 5
H  :lar 1-space in ¨ r ¨ . Hence the number of orbits of G on R is equal to3
 . the number of P , N -double cosets in SO where N is the stabilizer of2 1 5 1
.a nonsingular 1-space . Applying an isomorphism SO ª Sp , we see that5 4
 .this is equal to the number of P , N -double cosets in Sp , which is 3.1 2 4
 .Thus G has finitely many orbits on P V .2
To complete the proof, we show that G has infinitely many orbits on
 .P V . Let f be a nontrivial alternating trilinear form on V preserved by3
 w x.G see As . If f restricts trivially to every non-degenerate 3-space then
f s 0 because the set of triples of vectors which span a non-degenerate
.3-space is dense . So we may choose a non-degenerate 3-space L with f
nontrivial on L. Let e , e , e be an orthonormal basis for L and1 2 3
 . X X Xnormalize f so that f e , e , e s 1. Note that if e , e , e is another basis1 2 3 1 2 3
 X X X .for L, then f e , e , e s d where d is the determinant of the linear1 2 3
transformation of L sending e to eX. In particular, f 2 takes on the samei i
value for any orthonormal basis. Choose a vector w g V such that w is
 . orthogonal to e and e with f e , e , w s 0 there is a 4-space of such1 2 1 2
. vectors w . We can choose w of norm 1 as well since a 4-space cannot
. 2 2consist of singular vectors . Set w s ae q bw where a q b qa 3
 .  .  .2 ab w, e s 1. Note that given a, we can solve for b. Then f e , e , w3 1 2 a
 :  :s a. It follows that e , e , w and e , e , w are not in the same1 2 a 1 2 c
G-orbit unless a2 s c2. Therefore G has infinitely many orbits on the set
 .of non-degenerate 3-spaces in V, hence on P V .3
 .LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that G s B and V s V l . Then G has finitely3 3
 .many orbits on P V if and only if k F 3.k
 . wProof. View B as a subgroup of D s SO V . It follows from LSS,3 4 8
xTheorem B that G is transitive on singular 1-spaces, on nonsingular
1-spaces, and on one D -orbit of totally singular 4-spaces.4
We next claim that G has finitely many orbits on totally singular
j-spaces for any j F 3. Let U be such a j-space. Then U is contained in a
totally singular 4-space W of either D -orbit. Choose W to be in the4
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D -orbit of such 4-spaces on which G is transitive. Thus, every G-orbit on4
totally singular j-spaces is represented by a subspace of W. The stabilizer
S of W is an A -parabolic subgroup of B . In particular, if S is a Levi2 3 0
subgroup of this parabolic, then W xS is the direct sum of a 1-dimen-0
sional and a 3-dimensional module with the latter being the natural
.A -module . It follows that S has finitely many orbits on subspaces of W,2
whence G has finitely many orbits on totally singular j-spaces.
Now suppose p / 2. We will show that G has finitely many orbits on
j-dimensional subspaces for j F 3. By the previous paragraph, we need
only consider subspaces containing a nonsingular vector ¨ . Since G is
transitive on nonsingular 1-spaces, it suffices to show that the stabilizer S
of ¨ has finitely many orbits on j-dimensional spaces containing ¨ . This
 .follows from Lemma 3.4, since S s G and VrK¨ ( V l .2 G 12
w x  .Next assume p s 2. By LSS, 1.2, 1.3 , G has 2 orbits on P V . As for1
2-spaces, we have already established that G has finitely many orbits on
totally singular 2-spaces, and G is transitive on non-degenerate 2-spaces by
w xLSS, Theorem C, Appendix . Let R be the remaining set of 2-spaces. If
W g R, then W contains a nonsingular vector ¨. By Lemma 3.4, G s G¨ 2
has finitely many orbits on 1-spaces in ¨ HrK¨ . Therefore G has finitely
 .many orbits on R, hence on P V .2
 .  .Now consider P V still assuming p s 2 . For 3-spaces with radical3
containing a nonsingular vector ¨ , we may pass to ¨ HrK¨ , which is the
6-dimensional module for G s G , and the result follows from Lemma¨ 2
3.4. So we need only consider 3-spaces with a 1-dimensional radical L
which is singular. Then the stabilizer in G of L acting on the orthogonal
6-space LHrL induces an A -parabolic subgroup P of SO . Hence the2 3 6
number of orbits of G on such 3-spaces is equal to the number of
 .  P , N -double cosets in SO . This is equal to the number of P , SL [3 2 6 1 2
. .SL T -double cosets in SL , which is finite.2 1 4
Thus we have shown that G has finitely many orbits on j-dimensional
subspaces for j F 3.
To complete the proof, we show that G has infinitely many orbits on
non-degenerate 4-dimensional subspaces. Assume otherwise. Applying a
 . triality automorphism of D s PSO V which fixes the stabilizer of a4
.non-degenerate 4-space , we deduce that the reducible subgroup SO of7
D has finitely many orbits on non-degenerate 4-spaces. Equivalently, the4
stabilizer of a non-degenerate 4-space M has finitely many orbits on
nonsingular 1-spaces in V. However, if m g M and m9 g M H are nonsin-
 :gular vectors, then the 1-spaces m q a m9 give infinitely many G -orbitM
representatives as a ranges over K, which is a contradiction. This com-
pletes the proof.
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 .  .LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that G s D , E , or E , with V s V l , V l , or6 7 6 5 7
 .  .V l , respecti¨ ely. Then G has infinitely many orbits on P V for k s 2, 2,1 k
and 3, respecti¨ ely.
 .Proof. We begin with the first two cases. Let W s V l m V for1
H s A G. Let X be a simply connected group over K of type E if1 7
 .G s D , of type E if G s E . Fix a maximal torus T of X, and let S X6 8 7
be the root system of X relative to T. Pick a fundamental system
 .  4  .P X s a , . . . , a in S X , and label the extended Dynkin diagram of1 l
w xX as in Bo, p. 250 . The subgroup of X obtained by deleting a1
 . respectively a from the extended Dynkin diagram is A D respectively8 1 6
.   .A E , and we identify H with this subgroup. Let h , e : a g P X , b g1 7 a b
 .4  .S X be the usual Chevalley basis of the Lie algebra L X . We claim
 .that we may identify W with the subspace of L G spanned by all e" b
 .with b s b a and b s 1 respectively b s 1 . For H certainly fixesi i 1 8
this subspace, since the root elements generating H fix it; moreover, ya1
 .  .respectively ya is equal to the weight l m l respectively l m l of8 1 5 1 7
H when written in terms of fundamental dominant weights of H, so this
subspace is H-isomorphic to W, establishing the claim.
With this identification, choose orthogonal roots a , b such that e , ea b
g W. For a, b g K, define
x s a e q e q b e q e . .  .a , b a ya b yb
When p / 2, these elements are commuting and semisimple, and lie in a
 .2-dimensional toral subalgebra of L X ; since fusion in a toral subalgebra
is controlled by the action of the Weyl group, it follows that the set of
 :  .1-spaces x a, b g K contains infinitely many H-orbit representa-a, b
tives. When p s 2, we apply the above argument, this time using the
semisimple parts of the elements x . Therefore H s A G has infinitelya, b 1
 .orbits on P W . By Proposition 3.2, it follows that G has infinitely many1
 .  .  .orbits on either P V or P V . It has finitely many orbits on P V by1 2 1
 .Richardson's Theorem see the Introduction . Hence it has infinitely many
 .on P V .2
Now we consider the last case, G s E , this time with H s A G; the6 2
argument is rather similar to the first two cases. Let X s E , and identify8
H with the subgroup of X obtained by deleting a from the extended7
Dynkin diagram of X. If we define
q
V s e : b s b a g S X , b s 1 , . ;1 b i i 7
q
V s e : b s b a g S X , b s 2 , . ;2 yb i i 7
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 .then dim V s 54, dim V s 27, and we may identify W [ V l m V with1 2 1
 .qV [ V . Now pick roots a , b , g , d g S X , all with a coefficient 1,1 2 7
 :  :such that a , b and g , d are both A systems, perpendicular to each2
other: for example, take
a s a , b s 11222211, g s 12232210, d s 00011111.7
For a, b g K, define
x s a e q e q e q b e q e q e . .  .a , b a b yayb g d ygyd
Now the above argument goes through, showing that H has infinitely
 .many orbits on P W . Note that by Richardson's Theorem and Proposi-1
 .tion 3.2, G has finitely many orbits on P V for k F 2. Thus, by Proposi-k
 .tion 3.2, G has infinitely many orbits on P V .3
 .LEMMA 3.7. If G s B with V s V l , then G has infinitely many orbits4 4
 .on P V .2
 .Proof. There is a subgroup D ( D of SL V such that B - D -5 4
 . SL V . Pick a subgroup A B of D acting on the natural 10-dimensional1 3
.  w x.D-module N as SO = SO . Then V x A B s l m l see LS2, 2.7 . If3 7 1 3 1 3
we choose a subgroup G of the factor B , then G fixes a 1-space in2 3 2
 .V l , and hence the subgroup A G of D fixes a 2-space in V; call thisB 3 1 23
2-space A.
We claim that A G is the full connected stabilizer of A in D. For1 2
 .0suppose A G - S s D . As A G lies in no parabolic of D, S is1 2 A 1 2
reductive. If S is irreducible on N then S s D , which is clearly impossi-5
ble; and if S is reducible, then S must be A B or B with p s 2 in the1 3 4
.  .0latter case }but both of these are irreducible on V. Hence D s A G ,A 1 2
as claimed.
If there were only finitely many B -orbits on the 2-spaces in V, then in4
particular, the D-orbit containing A would split into finitely many B -4
 .orbits; equivalently, there would be finitely many B , A G double cosets4 1 2
in D. However, we claim that there are infinitely many such double cosets
 .}there are even infinitely many B , A B double cosets. To see this,4 1 3
observe that the latter double cosets are in bijective correspondence with
the orbits of SO = SO on the set of nonsingular 1-spaces in the natural3 7
D-module N. Write N s V [ V correspondingly, and let ¨ , w be nonsin-3 7
gular vectors in V , V , respectively. Then there are infinitely many orbit3 7
 :  .representatives for SO = SO among the 1-spaces ¨ q cw c g K .3 7
This completes the proof.
 .LEMMA 3.8. If G s F and V s V l , then G has infinitely many orbits4 4
 .on P V .2
Proof. If p / 3, then, by the proof of Lemma 2.4, the zero weight space
 .0V has dimension 2 and C V s D . Hence Corollary 2.2 gives the0 G 0 4
conclusion.
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Now suppose p s 3, so that dim V s 25. Pick a subgroup D of F4 4
generated by long root groups in a D subsystem, and choose a subgroup4
 .0G in this D . Let C s C G , a group of type A ; then the fixed point2 4 F 2 14
 . 3.  w x.space X s C G is 4-dimensional, and X xC s 1 m 1 see LS2, 2.5 .V 2
View X as an orthogonal 4-space for C.
We now claim that the connected stabilizer in F of any non-degenerate4
2-space in X is either G or B . For let Y be such a 2-space, and let2 3
 . .0S s F , a subgroup containing G . If S is reductive then it is G ,4 Y 2 2
w xA G , B , D , or B , and all are determined up to conjugacy by LS2 . Of1 2 3 4 4
 w x.these, only G and B can fix a 2-space in V see LS2, 2.3, 2.5 . Now2 3
suppose S is not reductive. Then it lies in a B -parabolic of F ; let Q be3 4
the unipotent radical of this parabolic. Thus SdUG or UB , where2 3
 .1 / U s R S F Q. If U F C then U fixes 1-dimensional subspaces in Yu
and Y H lX; however, by the representation theory of SL , the unipotent2
radical of a parabolic of C fixes only one 1-space in X, a contradiction.
  ..  .Hence U g C. As G acts irreducibly on Q9 ( V l , and as 00 [ V l2 1 1
on QrQ9, it follows that Q9 F U. Now Q9G - Q9B - B - F . We have2 3 4 4
 .  . w xV x B s V H V , where V s V l , V s V l LS2, Table 8.7 . Con-4 1 2 1 B 1 2 B 44 4
 .sequently C Q9 is the perpendicular sum of a singular 1-space in V andV 1
a totally singular 8-space in V , hence is totally singular. But the non-2
 .degenerate 2-space Y lies in C Q9G , which is a contradiction. ThisV 2
proves our claim.
Next, observe that the non-degenerate 2-spaces in X with stabilizer B3
form a single C-orbit: for any two subgroups B in F containing our3 4
subgroup G must be conjugate in the normalizer of this G , hence by an2 2
element
of C.
From the previous two paragraphs, we deduce that the number of orbit
representatives for F among the 2-spaces in X is at least the number of4
orbits of C on the set of non-degenerate 2-spaces in X, minus 1. The
non-degenerate 2-spaces form a variety of dimension 4, so this number of
orbits is infinite.
In all the cases in Table V not covered by Lemmas 3.3]3.8, it follows by
 .Proposition 3.2 and Richardson's Theorem see the Introduction that G
 .has finitely many orbits on P V . This completes the proof of Theorem 2k
for G simple.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 FOR G NON-SIMPLE
Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group over the algebraically
closed field K, and let V be a faithful irreducible rational KG-module.
Assume in this section that G is not simple, so G s G ??? G , a commut-1 r
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ing product of simple algebraic groups G with r G 2, and V s V m ??? m Vi 1 r
with each V a nontrivial irreducible KG -module.i i
As in the previous section, we denote by W a K-vector space ofn
dimension n. We begin with a result which will be useful in several
contexts.
 .PROPOSITION 4.1. i For n G 2 there are infinitely many
  .  ..  .Sp K , Sp K -double cosets in SL K .2 n 2 n 2 n
 .   .  ..ii For n G 2 there are infinitely many Sp K , SO K -double2 n 2 n
 .cosets in SL K .2 n
 .  .Proof. i Let G s SL K . There is an involutory graph automor-2 n
 .  .phism t of G such that G s Sp K . The G , G -double cosets in Gt 2 n t t
are in bijective correspondence with the orbits of G on t G. Choose at
1-dimensional torus T in G which is inverted by t for example, with the1
usual notation for a Cartan subgroup T and graph automorphism t , take
  .  y1 . 4. h 2T s h c h c : c g K* . Then for h g T , we have tt s h ,1 a a 11 2 ny1
and this can take infinitely many possible orders. Therefore G hast
G  .infinitely many orbits on t , proving i .
 .  .  .  .  .ii If p s 2 then SO K F Sp K , and so ii follows from i . So2 n 2 n
assume now that p / 2. There exists an involution t g T such that if
 . hd s t t, then G s SO K . As above, for h g T , the element td cand 2 n 1
take infinitely many different orders. Hence G has infinitely many orbitst
G  .on d , and ii follows.
Denote by Cl a simple classical algebraic group with natural module Wn n
of dimension n over K.
The next lemma provides a useful reduction.
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that G s G m Cl acting on V s W m W . Let U1 n m n
 .be a non-degenerate subspace of W any subspace if Cl s SL , and let S ben n n
the stabilizer of U in Cl . If G has finitely many orbits on the set ofn
k-subspaces of V, then G m S has finitely many orbits on the set of k-1
subspaces of W m U.m
Proof. Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a basis for W , and suppose that M and M91 m m
are k-dimensional subspaces of W m U in the same G-orbit. It suffices tom
prove that M and M9 are in the same G m S-orbit. Suppose that1
Mg s M9 with g s x m y g G. Let U9 be the largest subspace of U such
that U9y : U. By Witt's Lemma and a much easier argument in the case
.where Cl s SL , there exists y9 g S such that wy9 s wy for all w g U9.n n
Let ¨ g M and write ¨ s ¨ m w with w g U. Since ¨g g M9 : W m U,i i i m
 . it follows that w y g U, whence w y s w y9. Therefore ¨ x m y s ¨ x mi i i
.  .y9 , and hence Mg s M x m y9 . So M and M9 are in the same G m S-1
orbit, as required.
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In the next two lemmas we consider G s Cl m Cl with V s W m W ;m n m n
if the first factor is SL or the second is SL , then W m W is an internalm n m n
 .Chevalley module for G see Table I in the Introduction , and G has
 .finitely many orbits on P V .1
Note that if one of the factors Cl or C is an orthogonal group SOm n 2 lq1
in odd dimension, then we take p / 2, since SO is reducible on W2 lq1 2 lq1
when p s 2.
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that G s Cl m Cl with Cl / SL , CL / SL ,m n m m n n
 .and V s W m W . If G has finitely many orbits on P V , then m s 3,m n 1
 .n s 2 l, and G s SO m Sp with p / 2 .3 2 l
 .Proof. Suppose G has finitely many orbits on P V . When G s Sp m1 m
Sp we have m, n G 4 by hypothesis, and Lemma 4.2 implies that G sn 0
 .Sp m Sp has finitely many orbits on P W m W . Let H s GL = Sp4 4 1 4 4 4 4
 .  . y1and identify W m W with M K , where a, b g H acts as A ª a Ab4 4 4
 .  :  .for A g M K . The stabilizer of the 1-space I is H s lb, b : b g4  I :
4  .Sp , l g K* . Now there are finitely many G , H double cosets in H.4 0  I :
Projecting to the first factor of H, we deduce that there are finitely many
 .  .Sp , K*Sp double cosets in GL , hence finitely many Sp , Sp double4 4 4 4 4
cosets in SL . This contradicts Proposition 4.1.4
 .If G s SO m SO then m, n G 3 as SO is reducible , so Lemma 4.2m n 2
 .implies that SO m SO has finitely many orbits on P W m W . This is3 3 1 3 3
impossible by dimension considerations.
Finally, let G s SO m Sp with m G 3, n G 4. If m G 4 then Lemmam n
 .4.2 implies that SO m Sp has finitely many orbits on P W m W .4 4 1 4 4
 .Arguing as above, this means that there are finitely many SO , Sp4 4
double cosets in SL , contrary to Proposition 4.1. Therefore m s 3 and4
G s SO m Sp , as in the conclusion.3 n
 . LEMMA 4.4. SO m Sp p / 2 has finitely many orbits on P W m3 2 l 1 3
.W .2 l
Proof. Any vector ¨ g W m W lies in a subspace of the form W m U3 2 l 3
with dim U F 3. Since Sp has finitely many orbits on subspaces, it2 l
 .suffices to prove that SO m H has finitely many orbits on P W m U for3 1 3
each U, where H is the group induced on U by the stabilizer of U in Sp .2 l
 .If dim U F 2, or if U is totally singular, then H contains SL U and the
result follows from Proposition 3.2. Thus we may assume that dim U s 3,
and U has radical of dimension 1, spanned by e , say. Extend to a basis1
e , e , e of U. Note that SO m H has finitely many orbits on 1-spaces of1 2 3 3
 .   :.W m U r W m e , since the action on this quotient is SO m SL .3 3 1 3 2
Let ¨ , ¨ , ¨ g W , and write ¨ s 3 ¨ m e . By the last remark in the1 2 3 3 1 i i
previous paragraph, it suffices to show that there are only finitely many
orbits on 1-spaces spanned by vectors of this form, with fixed ¨ m e q ¨2 2 3
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m e . When the ¨ are linearly dependent, there are only finitely many3 i
orbits, by the case where dim U F 2; hence we may assume that the ¨ arei
linearly independent. By applying an element of the form 1 m h with h in
the unipotent radical of H, we may add any element in the span of ¨ , ¨2 3
to ¨ ; and for a g K*, there is an element g g H sending e ª ae and1 1 1
fixing e , e , whence 1 m g multiplies ¨ m e by a. The result follows.2 3 1 1
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that r G 3 and G s G . . . G has finitely many1 r
 .orbits on P V m ??? m V , where each G is simple and each V is an1 1 r i i
 .irreducible rational G -module. Then G s SL m SL m SL k s 2 or 3 ,i 2 k n
acting in the usual way on V s W m W m W . Con¨ersely, SL m SL m2 k n 2 k
 .  .SL k s 2 or 3 has finitely many orbits on P W m W m W .n 1 2 k n
Proof. If r G 4, then Lemma 4.2 forces SL = SL = SL = SL to2 2 2 2
 .have finitely many orbits on P W m W m W m W , which is not the1 2 2 2 2
case, by consideration of dimensions. Thus r s 3. Let V s W m W m Wa b c
with a F b F c, so G F SL m SL m SL . If a G 3 then Lemma 4.2a b c
implies that SL = SL = SL has finitely many orbits on P W m W m3 3 3 1 3 3
.W , which is again impossible by dimensions. Therefore a s 2.3
Suppose b G 4. Then by Lemma 4.2, SL = SL = SL has finitely2 4 4
 .  .many orbits on P W m W m W . This implies by Proposition 3.2 that1 2 4 4
SL = SL has finitely many orbits on 2-spaces in W m W . We show that4 4 4 4
 .this is not the case. We can identify W m W with M K , the space of4 4 4
 .4 = 4 matrices over K, so that the action of g, h g SL = SL sends4 4
y1   ..  . 4A ª g Ah A g M K . For l s l , l , l , l g K not a multiple of4 1 2 3 4
 .  .1, 1, 1, 1 , let D s diag l , l , l , l and define the 2-space W byl 1 2 3 4 l
 :W s I , D ,l l
 .where I denotes the 4 = 4 identity matrix. Suppose that g, h g SL =4
  ..SL sends W to W where m s m , m , m , m . Then there exist4 l m 1 2 3 4
a, b, c, d g K such that
gy1 h s aI q bD , gy1D h s cI q dD .m l m
y1  . .y1Therefore g D g s cI q dD aI q bD , and so the right hand sidel m m
has eigenvalues l , l , l , l in some order. Thus there is a permutation1 2 3 4
 . .y1t g S such that for 1 F i F 4, l s c q dm a q bm , and hence4 it i i
l a q l m b y c y m d s 0it it i i
for 1 F i F 4. Regard this as a system of 4 linear equations in a, b, c, d.
The system has a nonzero solution if and only if a certain determinant,
which is a polynomial in l , m is zero. This means that the W containi i l
 .infinitely many orbit representatives for SL = SL on 2-spaces of M K ,4 4 4
which is a contradiction.
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This establishes that b F 3 and G F SL m SL m SL . By Proposi-2 b n
tion 3.2, the third factor of G has finitely many orbits on i-subspaces of Wn
for i F 2b, so by the results of Section 3 it satisfies the conclusion of
Theorem 2 for simple groups. It follows from this and dimension consider-
ations that one of the following holds:
 .  .i G s SL m SL m SL k s 2 or 3 ;2 k n
 .  .ii G s SL m SL m Cl where Cl / SL and k F 3 ;2 k n n n
 .iii G s SL m SO m Cl .2 3 n
 .  .We claim that in cases ii and iii , G has infinitely many orbits on
 .  .P V . Consider iii . By Lemma 4.3, Cl s SL or Sp . Hence by Lemma1 n n n
4.2, we only need to prove that there are infinitely many orbits when
G s SL m SO m SL . This is clear by consideration of dimensions. Now2 3 2
 .  . consider ii . If Cl s SO , then we may reduce to iii or, if p s 2, ton n
.SL m SL m SO , which is out by dimension considerations again . If2 k 4
Cl s Sp , then Lemma 4.2 shows that we need only consider G s SL mn n 2
SL m Sp . However, this is SO m Sp , which is excluded by Lemma 4.3.2 4 4 4
For the converse, note that SL m SL m SL is a Levi factor acting on2 3 5
an internal Chevalley module see Richardson's Theorem in the Introduc-
.tion . Hence by Proposition 3.2, SL m SL has finitely many orbits on2 3
i-spaces of W m W , for all i. Now another application of Proposition 3.22 3
shows that SL m SL m SL has finitely many orbits for all n. By Lemma2 3 n
4.2, SL m SL m SL also has finitely many orbits.2 2 n
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1 for G non-simple.
 .Suppose G has finitely many orbits on P V . In view of the previous1
result, we can suppose that G has just two simple factors, so G s G G1 2
and V s V m V . By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we may assume that G /1 2
 .Cl m Cl ; say G / Cl V .m n 1 1
 .Now by Proposition 3.2, G has finitely many orbits on P V for all1 i 1
i F dim V . Hence by Theorem 2 for simple groups established in Sec-2
.tion 3 , G and V are as in Table III. Let k be the largest integer given in1 1
the third column of Table III. If dim V ) k then by Proposition 3.2, G2 1
 .has finitely many orbits on P V , which is a contradiction unlesskq1 1
1 k q 1 ) dim V ; this occurs only in the last row of Table III. In the last12
.row G has finitely many orbits on the set of all subspaces of V .1 1
Therefore, except when G is as in the last row, we have dim V F k.1 2
 .  .If G s SL V , then G s G m SL V , with G as in Table III and2 2 1 2 1
 .dim V F k except for the last row , and all these groups occur in Table I2
or II. Moreover, by Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 2 for simple groups, all
 .these groups do have finitely many orbits on P V .1
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 .Thus it remains to establish that G s SL V . Suppose this is not the2 2
 .   .. case. Then k G 3, so from Table III G , V s A , V l , B or C ,1 1 4 2 3 3
 ..   ..   ..  .V l , D , V l , or G , V l ; moreover, l G lies in SO V or3 5 5 2 1 3 2 2
 .   ..Sp V . Lemma 4.3 rules out all possibilities except A , V l and2 4 2
  ..  .D , V l . In the first case dim G - dim P V . The second case is5 5 1
handled in the following lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 4.6. Let G s D m SO p / 2 acting on V s V l m W .5 3 5 3
 .Then G has infinitely many orbits on P V .1
 .Proof. Suppose this is false, and write V s V l . Then by Lemma16 D 55
 .4.2, D m SO has finitely many orbits on P V m W . In other words,5 2 1 16 2
D T has finitely many orbits on V [ V , where the torus T acts as5 1 16 16 1
 y1 4  :  .cI [ c I : c g K* . It follows that for any 1-space ¨ in V , D16 16 16 5 ¨:
 .has finitely many orbits on P V .1 16
 :  .  .0Choose ¨ in the dense orbit of D on P V , so that D s5 1 16 5 ¨:
 w x.U B T see Ig, Proposition 2 , lying in a parabolic U D T of D . Then8 3 1 8 4 1 5
 .C U is an 8-dimensional space on which B T acts as V [ V with TV 8 3 1 1 7 116
 .inducing scalars, and hence B has finitely many orbits on P V [ V .3 1 1 7
 :However, for suitable vectors ¨ g V , w g V , the 1-spaces ¨ q cw1 7
 .c g K* give infinitely many orbit representatives for B T , which is a3 1
contradiction.
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 FOR G NON-SIMPLE
We first consider the case where GsSL mSL acting on VsW mWm n m n
 .where as always, W , W are the natural modules for the factors . Ofm n
 .course, G has finitely many orbits on P V .1
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that m F n and 1 - k F mnr2. Then G s SL mm
 .SL has finitely many orbits on P V if and only if one of the following holds:n k
 .i m s 2 and k F 3;
 .ii m s 3 and k s 2.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, for any r, SL m SL m SL has finitely many2 3 r
 .orbits on 1-spaces of the tensor product of the three natural modules .
Application of Proposition 3.2 shows that G has finitely many orbits on
 .  .k-spaces if i or ii holds.
 .  .Now assume that neither i nor ii holds. Then one of the following
holds:
 .1 m G 4, k s 2;
 .2 m G 3, k G 3;
 .3 m s 2, k G 4.
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 .In case 1 , Lemma 4.2 implies that SL m SL has finitely many orbits on4 4
2-spaces of the tensor product, a possibility ruled out in the proof of
Lemma 4.5.
 .Now consider 2 , and suppose G has finitely many orbits. If k F m,
then Lemma 4.2 implies SL m SL has finitely many orbits on k-spaces; ifk k
m - k F n, then Lemma 4.2 implies SL m SL has finitely many orbitsm k
on k-spaces. Both of these are impossible by dimension considerations,
which also rule out the case k G n.
 .Finally consider 3 . By Lemma 4.2, we just have to show SL m SL has2 k
infinitely many orbits on k-spaces. First observe that the proof of Lemma
4.5 shows that SL m SL has infinitely many orbit representatives onk k
 k k : 2-spaces of the form  ¨ m w ,  l ¨ m w where the ¨ , w are bases1 i i 1 i i i i i
.for k-spaces, and l s 1 for i ) 4 . Now the proof of Proposition 3.2 showsi
that SL m SL m SL has infinitely many orbit representatives on 1-spaces2 k k
  k .  k .: of the form x m  ¨ m w q x m  l ¨ m w where x , x is a1 1 i i 2 1 i i i 1 2
.basis of 2-space . Finally, the proof of Proposition 3.2 now shows that
SL m SL has infinitely many orbit representatives on k-spaces of the2 k
 .  . :form x q l x m w , . . . , x q l x m w , as required.1 1 2 1 1 k 2 k
LEMMA 5.2. Let G s SL m SL m SL with 2 F a F b F c, and let Va b c
be the tensor product of the three natural modules. Then G has infinitely many
 .orbits on P V for all 2 F k F abcr2.k
Proof. Assume this is false, for some k. Comparing the dimension
 .  .k abc y k of P V with that of G, it follows that k F c. As usual,k
Lemma 4.2 reduces us to the case a s b s 2 and c s k. But in this case
 .the dimension of P V is larger than the dimension of G.k
LEMMA 5.3. Let G s Cl m Cl / SL m SL with m F n, acting onm n m n
 .V s W m W . Then G has infinitely many orbits on P V for 2 F k Fm n k
mnr2.
Proof. Assume this is false for some k. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that
m F 3.
Suppose first that m s 3. If G s SO m SL has finitely many orbits on3 n
 .P V , then by dimension, k - n and as usual, we may reduce to the casek
SO m SL , where again a dimension argument gives a contradiction. If3 k
G s SL m Cl with Cl - SL , then by dimension, k F n. By Lemma 4.2,3 n n n
if k G 4 then it suffices to consider Cl s Sp , Sp , SO , or SO ; andn k kq1 k kq1
if k - 4 then it suffices to consider Cl s Sp , SO , or SO . All cases given 4 4 3
a contradiction by dimension considerations.
Thus m s 2 and Cl s SL . By hypothesis, k F n.m 2
If Cl s Sp for n ) 4, then by Lemma 4.2, we may reduce to SL mn n 2
Sp if k F n y 2, this group still satisfies the hypothesis, while ifny2
.k ) n y 2, we replace k with k9 s 2n y 4 y k G 2 . Thus, we find that
 .SL m Sp has finitely many orbits on P V for some 2 F j F 4. By2 4 j
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dimension considerations, j s 2. This implies by Proposition 3.2 that
SL m SL m Sp s SO m Sp has finitely many orbits on 1-spaces, con-2 2 4 4 4
tradicting Lemma 4.3.
If Cl s SO , then arguing as above, we reduce to the case where n s 3n n
 .or 4. Then G has dimension strictly less than P V , a contradiction.k
We now complete the proof of Theorem 2. Assume G has finitely many
 .  .orbits on P V with 1 - k F dim V r2. If G is simple, the theorem isk
already proved in Section 3, so assume that G is not simple. By Lemma
5.2, G s G G with G , G simple, and V s V m V with each V an1 2 1 2 1 2 i
irreducible G -module. And by Lemma 5.1 we may assume that G is noti
 .SL m SL with V s W m W . Take dim V F dim V . By Lemmas 5.1m n m n 1 2
and 5.3, we have G s SL or SL , with V the natural module, and k F 3.1 2 3 1
 .  . Also by Lemma 5.3, G is not contained in SO V or Sp V and so V is2 2 2 2
.  . not self dual . It is clear that G has finitely many orbits on P V by2 k 2
considering subspaces of the form e m W where e is a fixed vector in V1
.and W is a subspace of V . We now have a short list of possibilities for G2 2
 .by Theorem 2 for simple groups . In all cases, one checks easily that
 .dim G - dim P V , a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theo-k
rem 2.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We now prove Theorem 3. Suppose X and Y are maximal closed
 .subgroups of SL such that there are finitely many X, Y -double cosets.n
 .Write G s SL s SL V . Suppose neither X nor Y is a parabolicn
subgroup. Then X 0 and Y 0 are both reductive and X, Y are irreducible
on V.
0 0  . rIf X is reducible on V, we claim that X s GL l G for some rn r r
dividing n. When V x X 0 is not homogeneous, this is clear from Clifford's
theorem and the maximality of X. Otherwise, V x X 0 is homogeneous; but
 0.0  0.then C X / 1, so X - N X , contradicting the maximality of X.G G
This establishes the claim.
If X 0 is irreducible on V, then it is either tensor-decomposable, in
0  .which case X F SL m SL rs s n , or tensor-indecomposable, in whichr s
case X 0 is simple.
0  . r 0 0To summarize, either X s GL l G, or X F SL m SL , or Xn r r r s
is simple; the same applies to Y 0.
 2 . 0We may assume that dim X G n y 1 r2. Then X must be simple,
 .and it follows easily using Proposition 1.2 that X s Sp and n is even .n
 . Then dim Y G n n y 1 r2 y 1, from which we deduce again using Propo-
. 0  .2sition 1.2 that Y s Sp , SO or GL l G. The first two possibilitiesn n n r2
are ruled out by Proposition 4.1, and the last by the following lemma.
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 .LEMMA 6.1. For m G 2, there are infinitely many Sp , GL = GL -2 m m m
double cosets in GL .2 m
Proof. The action of GL on the cosets of Sp is equivalent to its2 m 2 m
action on the set V of all invertible skew-symmetric 2m = 2m matrices
 T .the latter action being g ? X s g Xg for g g GL , X g V . Thus it is2 m
enough to show that GL = GL has infinitely many orbits on V.m m
Let X g V, and write
X X11 12X s  /X X21 22
 T .  .  .so X , X are skew-symmetric and X s yX . Define d X s det X11 22 21 12
 .  .  .  .and e X s det X . If h s A, B g GL = GL , then d h ? X s12 m m
 .2  .  .  .  . 2det AB d X and e h ? X s det AB e X . Therefore e rd is a non-
constant H-invariant regular function on the variety V. Consequently H
has no dense orbit on V, and the result follows.
We have now established that either X or Y is a parabolic subgroup, say
Y is. Write Y s P or P , where k F nr2. We may assume that X is notk nyk
 .parabolic. The X, Y -double cosets in SL are in bijective correspon-n
  . .dence with the orbits of X on k-spaces or n y k -spaces . Thus X has
 .finitely many orbits on P V .k
We next handle the case where X 0 is reducible.
0 0  . rLEMMA 6.2. Suppose X is reducible on V. Then X s GL l Gn r r
<with r n, and one of : r F 3, k arbitrary; or r G 4, k s 1. Con¨ersely, if either
 .of these holds, then X does ha¨e finitely many orbits on P V .k
For inductive purposes in the proof, it is convenient to deduce Lemma
6.2 from the following more general result.
LEMMA 6.3. Let V s V [ ??? [ V , with each V nonzero, and let H s1 r i
 .  .  .  .GL V = ??? = GL V F GL V . Then H has finitely many orbits on P V1 r k
 .k F nr2 if and only if one of : r F 3, k arbitrary; or r G 4, k s 1.
Proof. Fix r with r G 4. We first establish by induction on dim V that
 .for 1 - k - dim V y 1, H has infinitely many orbits on P V . We mayk
assume that k F dim Vr2.
If all V are of dimension 1, then dim HrK* s r y 1, and this is lessi
 .than dim P V as r G 4, giving the conclusion in this case. Thus we mayk
assume that dim V G 2.1
Suppose k ) 2. For 0 / ¨ g V , define1
V s W g P V : ¨ g W . 4 .¨ k
 .  :By induction, H has infinitely many orbits on k y 1 -spaces in Vr ¨ ,¨:
hence on k-spaces in V . Also, if W, W9 g V are in the same H-orbit,¨ ¨
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then they are in the same H -orbit. It follows that H has infinitely many¨:
 .orbits on P V .k
Thus we may assume that k s 2. Suppose some V has dimension 3 ori
more, say dim V G 3. By induction, given a 2-space X ; V , H has1 1 X
infinitely many orbits on 2-spaces in X [ V [ ??? [ V . Therefore H has2 r
infinitely many orbits on 2-spaces in V which project to a 2-space of V ,1
 .hence on P V .2
We are now down to the case where k s 2 and dim V F 2 for all i. Fori
each i, let p be the projection V ª V , and let X be a 1-space in V . Byi i i i
the second paragraph, H has infinitely many orbits on the setX , . . . , X1 r
W g P V : p W s X for all i . 4 .  .2 i i
Therefore H has infinitely many orbits on the set
W g P V : dim p W s 1 for all i , 4 .  .2 i
 .hence on P V . This completes the proof of the assertion in the first2
paragraph.
To complete the proof of the lemma, we must show that if r F 3 or if
 .k s 1, then H has finitely many orbits on P V . This is clear if k s 1.k
Suppose r s 2. As above, by induction H has finitely many orbits on the
 .set of k-spaces W such that p W / V for some i. If there are anyi i
remaining k-spaces W, then dim W s dim V s dim V ; the set of such1 2
 .k-spaces W projecting onto both V and V forms a single orbit of H.1 2
Finally, suppose r s 3. This case appears to be more complicated than
the others, and rather than argue directly, we apply the theory of quivers
w xas follows. For background, see Be , for example.
Suppose W and W9 are subspaces of V s V [ V [ V . Then W gives1 2 3
rise to a representation of the D quiver, by putting W on the central node4
of the D diagram, and the V at the outer nodes, and letting the4 i
corresponding maps W ª V be the projections.i
If the representations of the D quiver corresponding to W and W9 are4
equivalent, then W and W9 are in the same H-orbit. However, by a result
 w x.of Gabriel see Be, 4.7.6 , any quiver corresponding to a Dynkin diagram
has finite representation type, hence has only finitely many representations
of any given dimension type, up to equivalence. Consequently H has
 .finitely many orbits on P V for each k, as required.k
By Lemma 6.2 we can now assume that X 0 is irreducible, and hence is
given by Theorems 1 and 2. If X 0 is tensor-decomposable, then by the
0  0maximality of X we have X s SL m SL note that X s SL m SL mr s 2 2
.  .SL has normalizer contained in Sp . Hence conclusion iv of Theorem 32 8
holds.
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It remains to handle the case where X 0 is simple and tensor-indecom-
 .posable. If X s Cl then ii of Theorem 3 holds; so we may assume thatn
the representation of X in SL is not self-dual. The possibilities are listedn
in Table IV.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We begin with a well known result concerning finite linear groups. For
completeness, we sketch a proof.
 .LEMMA 7.1. Let q be a prime power and let H be a subgroup of GL q .n
  ..If j F k F nr2, then the number of orbits of H on P V q is less than orj n
  ..equal to the number of orbits of H on P V q .k n
 .Proof. For i F nr2, let f denote the permutation character of GL qi n
on the set of i-dimensional subspaces. Then, f is a sum of i distincti
irreducible characters, and f s f q x where x is irreducible. Thei iy1 i i
number of orbits of H on i-dimensional subspaces is the inner product
G L q. G L q.n n .  .1 , f G 1 , f , giving the conclusion.H i H i -1
We now prove Theorem 4. As usual, K denotes an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p G 0, and V is a finite-dimensional vector space
over K. When p ) 0, q denotes a power of p, and s a Frobeniusq
 .q-power morphism of GL V .
The strategy of proof is first to show using model theory that the field K
w xcan be assumed to be locally finite; then we use Lang's Theorem SS, I, 2.7
to reduce to finite groups, in which case we can apply Lemma 7.1.
Regard K as a first order structure in the usual language L s
 .q, ., y, 0, 1 for rings. We shall use the following well-known model-theo-
  .  .retic facts. In fact 4 and 5 hold without the algebraic closure assump-
.tion.
 .  w x.1 Corollary A.5.2 of Ho Any two algebraically closed fields of
the same characteristic satisfy the same L-sentences.
 .2 If an L-sentence t is true of an algebraically closed field of
characteristic 0, then for all but finitely many primes p, it is true of all
  .algebraically closed fields of characteristic p. This follows easily from 1
.by compactness or an ultraproduct argument.
 .   . w x.  . 3 2.10 i of DS There is a natural number B s B n, d not
. w xdepending on K with the following property. Let f , . . . , f g K X s1 m
w xK X , . . . , X , each of total degree at most d, and let I be the ideal in1 n
w xK X generated by the f . Then I is prime provided 1 f I, and wheneveri
w xf , g g K X have total degree at most B and fg g I, we have f g I or
g g I.
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 .  . w x.  . 4 I of DS There is a natural number C s C n, d not depend-
.ing on the field K with the following property. Let f , . . . , f , I be as in1 m
 .3 , and f g I have total degree at most d. Then there are g , . . . , g g1 m
mw xK X each of total degree at most C such that f s  g f .is1 i i
 .  .  .5 There are integers D s D n, d , E s E n, d such that if I is as
’ .in 3 , the radical I is generated by polynomials of degree at most D, and
E’if f g I then f g I.
 .  .  .From 3 , 4 , and 5 we deduce
 .  .  .  .6 Let x s x , . . . , x and y s y , . . . , y . Also let f x, y be an1 n 1 m
L-formula which is a finite conjunction of formulas each expressing
 .  .without quantifiers that a certain polynomial p x, y over Z vanishesi
 .  .i s 1, . . . , k . Then there is a first order formula c y such that for any
m n . algebraically closed field F and a g F , the variety V a s x g F : F *
 .4  .f x, a is irreducible if and only if F * c a .
 .To deduce this, observe that V a is irreducible if and only if the radical
 .   .  ..  .  .of I a s p x, a , . . . , p x, a is prime. By 3 and 5 there are D, E1 k
 . w xsuch that the latter holds if and only if 1 f I a and for any f , g g K X
 .E E E  .of degree at most D, fg g I if and only if f g I or g g I. By 4 , the
 .latter is first order expressible uniformly in a .
Suppose now that G is a counterexample to Theorem 4. Thus G is a
 .  .closed subgroup of GL V , and G has finitely many orbits on P V andk
 .infinitely many orbits on P V , where j - k F dim Vr2. Let V , . . . , Vj 1 d
 .be the G-orbits on P V , and for each i pick v g V and definek i i
< 0 <  .G s G , e s G : G , and e s e q ??? qe . We regard GL V as ai v i i i 1 di
n  .subset of K for some n. The domain of GL V , its group operation, and
its action on V are also L-definable by a single formula which works in all
0.fields . Let a be a finite sequence from K over which G, G , G arei i
 .  .  .defined. There are quantifier free formulas f x, a , c x, a , and x x, ai i
n 0  .whose solution sets in K are respectively G, G , and G for i s 1, . . . , d .i i
 .There is also a sentence r a which expresses that G is a subgroup of
 .GL V , that the v form a set of orbit representatives for the action of Gi
 . < 0 < 0on P V , with stabilizers G , that G : G s e , that each G is connectedk i i i i i
  .this uses 5 above}we express this connectedness in a way which works
.in all algebraically closed fields , and also that G has at least e q 1 orbits
 .  .on P V . The formula r y is chosen so that in any algebraically closedj
field F and for any b from F, it expresses that the corresponding group
defined over b has the corresponding properties.
Suppose first p ) 0, and let F be the algebraic closure of F . Sincep
 .  .  .  .K * ' yr y , by 1 also F * ' yr y so there is b from F with F * r b .
Hence, we may suppose that K s F and b s a. Choose a power q of p
 .large enough so that a is fixed by s and at least e q 1 orbits of G F onq
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  ..   ..  .P V F have representatives in P V q . Then G q has at least e q 1j j
  ..orbits on P V q , but, by Lang's Theorem, has at most e orbits onj
  ..P V q , contradicting Lemma 7.1.k
 .  .Finally, suppose that p s 0. Since K * ' yr y , by 2 there is a prime r
such that the algebraically closed field F of characteristic r and transcen-
 . dence degree 0 satisfies ' yr y in fact, any sufficiently large prime will
.do . Now argue as in the last paragraph.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
Remark. The methods used here, combined with the fact that in any
algebraically closed field, any formula is equivalent to a quantifier-free
 w x.formula Corollary A.5.2 of Ho , also give an alternative short proof of
Proposition 1.1.
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